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Polypyrrole (PPy) is one of the most studied conducting polymers and a very promising material for various applications
such as lithium-ion secondary batteries, light-emitting devices, capacitors, and supercapacitors, owing to its many advantages,
including good processability, easy handling, and high electronic conductivity. In this work, PPy films were chemically and
electrochemically synthesized, both in and around carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The cyclic voltammograms of the device, composed
of the electrochemically synthesized PPy/CNT composites as working and counter electrodes (Type I supercapacitor with p-type
doping), showed a predominantly capacitive profile with low impedance values and good electrochemical stability, with the anodic
charge remaining almost constant (11.38mC), a specific capacitance value of 530 F g−1 after 50 charge and discharge cycles, and a
coulombic efficiency of 99.2%.The electrochemically synthesized PPy/CNT composite exhibited better electrochemical properties
compared to those obtained for the chemically synthesized composite.Thus, the electrochemically synthesized PPy/CNT composite
is a promising material to be used as electrodes in Type I supercapacitors.

1. Introduction

Polymers are macromolecules formed of small structural
units (the monomers). The conducting polymeric materials
have gained attention in the last 50 years, owing to easy
processing and low costs when compared to metals like iron,
aluminum, copper, and others. Recently, new polymer classes
have been studied, owing to their excellent conducting prop-
erties. They are known as “conducting polymers” and have
molecular bonds composed of conjugated double (C=C–
C), which result in an electronic delocalization along the
polymeric chain [1]. Themost important characteristic of the
electrically conducting polymers is not just the intrinsic con-
ductivity, but the ability to reversibly change their oxidation
and reduction states, resulting in a wide range of electronic
conductivity values that vary from low (fully reduced state)
to high (partially oxidized state) [2].

Among the conducting polymers, polypyrrole (PPy) has
attracted much attention in terms of its wide range of
applications, which are based on the reversibility between
the redox states [3], showing good conducting properties,

and the fact that it is easily chemically or electrochemically
synthesized [4–7]. However, PPy presents some structural
defects during its synthesis, such as impurities that may
be incorporated into the polymeric chains or the presence
of ramifications, which are the result of nucleophilic attack
in positions other than the 2 and 5 positions. Therefore,
every time the polymer preferentially grows in the ortho
position, it results in branched chains. These structural
defects of the PPy can be minimized by template synthesis.
In a template synthesis, the host matrix determines the size,
spatial orientation, and shape of the synthesized polymer [2].
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were discovered in the 1990s and
were classified as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)
and multiwalled nanotubes (MWCNTs) [8]. SWCNTs are
formed from a rolled graphite leaf with closed extremes,
whereas MWCNTs are made up of concentric SWCNTs [9].
These materials exhibit excellent morphological, electrical,
optical, thermal, chemical, and mechanical properties [10].
CNT/PPy composites have intensified properties, owing to
the synergistic effect between the constituent materials.
Conducting polymers increase the electronic conductivity of
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the composites and the CNTs mechanically and thermally
reinforce these materials [11].

Wang et al. (2007) studied PPy/SWCNT composites
for applications as electrodes in symmetric supercapacitors.
Specific discharge capacity values were obtained using cyclic
voltammetry (CV) in 1mol L−1 KCl solution at 10mV s−1.
The values were 223 and 202 F g−1 for functionalized and
nonfunctionalized SWCNTs, respectively. During function-
alization, carboxylic groups can be incorporated into the
nanotubes, making them hydrophilic [12–14]. Li et al. (2014)
demonstrated a three-component CNT/PPy/MnO

2

sponge
electrode with a controlled thickness and a shell sequence
that was uniformly coated throughout the CNT sponge,
maintaining the original CNTnetwork and interconnections.
A synergistic effect from the respective components (PPy,
MnO
2

) and the porous conductive CNT network offers the
hybrid sponge a superior electrochemical performance. The
3D CNT network significantly reduces the internal resis-
tance of the electrode and maintains its structure stability.
Porous CNT/PPy/MnO

2

sponges can serve as freestanding,
compressible electrodes for supercapacitors as well as other
energy devices [15].

Dhibar and Das (2014) synthesized a silver−polyaniline/
MWCNT [(Ag–PANI)/MWCNT] nanocomposite for high-
performance supercapacitor electrodes.The possible interac-
tions between Ag and PANI were characterized by Fourier-
transform infrared (FT-IR) and UV/Visible spectroscopies.
Morphological studies confirmed the formation of Ag
nanoparticles in the PANI surface, and the MWCNTs were
uniformly coated by PANI with the presence of Ag nanopar-
ticles. The nanocomposite showed an improved electrical
conductivity of 4.24 S cm−1 at room temperature and attained
nonlinear current-voltage characteristics.Thehighest specific
capacitance obtained for the nanocomposite was 528 F g−1.
The nanocomposite also showed better energy and power
densities. Ag–PANI/CNT-based supercapacitors with out-
standing energy and power densities are a potentially promis-
ing candidate for future energy-storage systems [16].

Huo et al. (2013) synthesized three membrane elec-
trodes for supercapacitors in microelectromechanical sys-
tems (MEMS), which were made of PPy, CNT/PPy, and
graphene/PPy (GR/PPy) electrodeposited on Pt current col-
lectors. Results indicate that there are strong adhesive forces
between the electrode materials and the current collectors.
The electrode resistances decrease in the order of PPy>CNT/
PPy>GR/PPy. The specific capacitances are 7.0, 8.0, and
8.3mF cm−2 at a discharge current of 1mAand their retention
rates after 5000 charge/discharge cycles are 72.9, 85.0, and
89.2% for PPy, CNT/PPy, and GR/PPy, respectively [17].

Hu et al. (2012) demonstrated that CV scanning could
be applied to effectively tailor the surface chemistry of
CNTs and to introduce physical defects into the CNT
walls, which drastically enhances the electrochemical capac-
itance performance of CNTs and their composites with
PPy conducting polymer. As a consequence, the highest
capacitance of 587 F g−1 was achieved among all of the
tested samples, which is ten times higher than that of the
defect-free counterparts. Electrochemical CV pretreatment

provides an effective approach to activate the CNT surfaces
for enhancing their electrochemical performance, meeting
diverse demands and offering new pathways for designing
and fabricating high-performance capacitance devices [18].
In previous work, we synthesized MWCNTs coated with
protonated PANI, in situ, during the chemical polymerization
of aniline. Uniform coating of CNTs with PANI was observed
by scanning electron microscopy. An improvement in the
covering of the CNT composites was found by the asso-
ciation of poly(2,5-dimercapto-1,3,4-thiadiazole) (PDMcT).
A maximum conductivity of 96.8 S cm−1 has been found
for a PANI/PDMcT/CNT composite. A high capacitance
value (289.4 F g−1) was also determined for this composite,
indicating that all materials, PANI, PDMcT, andCNT, remain
active during charge/discharge cycling. The reduction in the
capacitance after 100 cycleswas found to be less than 25% [19].

Thus, the objectives of this work were the synthesis of the
PPy/CNT composites by both chemical and electrochemical
methods as well as their electrochemical, structural, and elec-
trical characterization. The electrochemical performances of
these electrochemical and chemical composites were tested
for applications as electrodes in Type I supercapacitors, using
both composites as electrodes with the same p-type doping.

2. Experimental

2.1. Functionalization of the MWCNTs. MWCNTs (Aldrich;
diameter 110–170 nm, length 5–9𝜇m) were treated with 4mL
of a mixture of concentrated HNO

3

and H
2

SO
4

(1 : 3 v/v) at
50∘C for 24 h. In sequence, the functionalized CNTs were
filtered and dried under vacuum [19]. For the composite
synthesis, 50mg of CNTs was added to 20mL of the synthesis
solution of the polymer containing 0.025mol L−1 sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The mixture was dispersed ultrason-
ically for 3 h [19].

2.2. Physical Mixing of the CNTs with PPy. PPy powders were
physically mixed with CNTs in a CNT/PPy ratio of 20 : 80
(wt/wt).

2.3. Chemical Synthesis of the PPy/CNT Composite and
PPy. For the composite synthesis, the pyrrole monomer
(0.1mol L−1) was added to 20mL of NaCl (3mol L−1) and
HCl aqueous solution (1mol L−1) containing 50mg of dis-
persed CNTs. A solution of FeCl

3

(0.0022mol L−1) in NaCl
(3mol L−1)/HCl (1mol L−1) was added (20mL) to the reac-
tionmedium for 2 h,maintaining the temperature at −10∘C in
order to secure a higher ordering of the polymer backbone.
The precipitate was collected by filtration and then washed
with 1 L of 1mol L−1HCl, obtaining the conducting state
of the PPy/CNTs, which was then dried under a dynamic
vacuum for 48 h. The PPy was synthesized under the same
conditions.

2.4. Electrochemical Synthesis of the PPy/CNT Composite and
PPy/Pt. For all electrochemical syntheses of the compos-
ites and PPy, conventional electrochemical cells were used,
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comprising three electrodes: a working electrode, a platinum
counter electrode, and a Ag/AgCl

(sat.) reference electrode.
All electrochemical measurements were performed using a
PGSTAT30 Autolab potentiostat.

To prepare the CNT/Pt films, the CNT powder was added
to 10% (w/w) PVDF in cyclopentanone. The mixture was
heated to 120∘C to acquire a gelatinous consistency. Then,
the platinum was painted with the gel containing the CNTs
and, subsequently, it was heated to 60∘C for 20min in order
to evaporate the solvent. Then, CV was performed on the
CNT film on Pt to ensure that the anodic charge was about
5 ± 1mC.The anodic films that had anodic charges that were
higher or lower than 5 ± 1mC were discarded.

The electrochemical synthesis of the PPy/CNT binary
composite was realized by chronoamperometry at 0.8 V
(versus Ag/AgCl

(sat.)) up to an anodic charge of 130mC on
the CNT films (5.9mC) in 20mL acetonitrile (HPLC grade),
which contained 0.1mol L−1 distilled pyrrole, 2% deionized
H
2

O, and 0.1mol L−1 LiClO
4

. The PPy/Pt was synthesized
under the same conditions [21, 22].

2.5. Structural Characterization by FT-IR Spectroscopy. FT-
IR spectroscopy was performed using an infrared spec-
trophotometer (ABB BOMEM MB series) using pellets of
the composite powder containing KBr (1 : 100) from 400 to
4000 cm−1.

2.6. Characterization by XRD Analysis. The powders were
also characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Shi-
madzu diffractometer (Model 6000, radiation CuK𝛼, 𝜆 =
1.5406>) with a voltage of 40 kV, a current of 30mA, at
2𝜃min−1, and within the of 5∘ ≤ 2𝜃 ≤ 70∘ range.

2.7. Morphological Characterization by SEM. SEM images
were obtained using a Hitachi electronic scanning micro-
scope, Model 3000, enlarging the images 15000 times with
acceleration voltages of 5 and 10 kV.

2.8. Electrochemical Stability of the PPy/CNT Composites and
Constituent Materials: CV. The electrochemical stabilities of
the chemical and electrochemical PPy/CNT composites were
evaluated by CV from −0.2 to 0.8 V (versus Ag/AgCl

(sat.))
at 100mV s−1 in ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl
carbonate (DMC) (50% v/v) containing 1mol L−1 LiClO

4

for
100 consecutive cycles.

2.9. Characterization of the PPy/CNT Composites and Con-
stituent Materials: EIS. Electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS) spectra were recorded by applying of alter-
nating current (AC) amplitude of 10mV, and the data were
collected in the frequency range from 10−3 to 104Hz. All
electrochemical experiments were realized in an Autolab
PGSTAT 20 FRA instrument.

2.10. Charge and Discharge Tests of the Devices: Galvanostatic
Chronopotentiometry. Before the charge and discharge tests,
CV was performed to select the electrodes that had similar

anodic charges, which could then be used as working,
reference, and counter electrodes to characterize a Type I
supercapacitor (same materials with similar p-type doping).

The electrochemical characterization of the chemical and
electrochemical composites was performed over five CV
scans in EC/DMC (50% v/v) containing 1mol L−1 LiClO

4

at
100mV s−1, using Ag/AgCl

(sat.) as the reference electrode,
platinum as the counter electrode, and the composites as
working electrodes. This electrochemical characterization
aimed to select the composites that had similar anodic
charges in order to be tested as electrodes in Type I super-
capacitors. Charge and discharge tests were conducted at
different current densities for each conducting composite
and their constituent materials, such as 1.0mA cm−2 for
the electrochemically synthesized PPy/CNT composite and
0.1mA cm−2 for the chemically synthesized PPy/CNT com-
posite in the potential range from −0.79 to 0.49V.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electropolymerization of PPy and the PPy/CNTComposite.
The electropolymerization of the PPy on CNT/Pt and PPy/Pt
was realized by chronoamperometry (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)).
The anodic charge was set at 130mC ± 10mC. In the
chronoamperogram of the PPy/CNT composite (shown in
Figure 1(a)) it is observed that current density for the anodic
polypyrrole on Pt (no growth restriction) is much lower
than that obtained for polypyrrole on CNT/Pt (with growth
restriction). Therefore, the elapsed time for PPy/Pt achiev-
ing the desired anodic charge was much higher than that
obtained for the PPy/CNT composite (growth restriction).
So this was an indication that the electronic conductivity
of the PPy/CNT composite (with growth restriction) was
higher than for those obtained for PPy/Pt (no growth
restriction). This occurs due to the formation of branching
in the chain of PPy grown on Pt which compromises its
electronic conductivity. Already theCNTs act as a hostmatrix
for the polypyrrole, determining its shape, size, and spatial
arrangement, thus fostering growth linearly, favoring the
electronic conductivity of the resulting film.

In Figure 1(b) is an inset of the chronoamperogram for
polymerized PPy on Pt.The chronoamperogram shows well-
defined regions, that is, a decrease in the current values,
which can be attributed to the electric double layer, and
an increase in the current density as a function of time,
corresponding to nucleation and another constant for the
growth of the conducting polymer [22].

3.2. Structural Characterization by FT-IR. Structural charac-
terization of the composites and their constituent materials
was performed by FT-IR (Figure 2). The FT-IR spectrum
of the CNTs shows a broad band at 3460 cm−1, assigned
to the OH stretching, and an intense band at 1633 cm−1,
corresponding to C=O stretching from the carboxylic acid
incorporated into the CNTs after functionalization in acid
medium [22].

Already, the FT-IR of the PPy shows a vibrational C–N
stretching band at 1404 cm−1 from the aromatic amine groups
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Figure 2: FT-IR spectra of PPy, CNTs, physical mixture of
PPy/CNTs, and chemically synthesized PPy/CNT composite.

and a second vibrational C–H stretching band between
1402 and 1047 cm−1. The bands that appear in the 3000 to
3750 cm−1 region are related to N–H stretching in different
environments [23]. The band at 1201 cm−1 can be associated
with –NH+= stretching. The authors interpreted this stretch
to originate from the bipolaronic structure, evidencing the
presence of PPy in its conducting form when the PPy
was chemically synthesized [24]. In addition, it is observed
that the FT-IR spectrum of PPy/CNTs exhibits a peak at
1614 cm−1, which refers to the association of the C–C and
C=O vibrations in the CNTs. Thus, from this FT-IR analysis,

it is possible to infer that the PPy/CNT composite was
successfully synthesized.

The CNTs were physically mixed with the PPy powder in
the ratio (2 : 8 w/w) in order to compare its IR spectrum with
that obtained for the chemically synthesized composite. It
was observed that the spectrumof the chemically synthesized
composite presented O–H stretching, which was slightly
shifted from 1637 cm−1 (spectra of PPy and physical compos-
ite) to 1614 cm−1. This displacement and the intensification of
the band at 1197 cm−1 indicated a higher degree of oxidation
of the PPy present in the composite compared to PPy in
the physically mixed constituent materials. The presence of
carboxylic groups on the CNT surface (band at 1614 cm−1) is
likely to result in interfacial interactions between the polymer
and the CNTs. This is attributed to the hydrogen bonds,
which were formed between –COOH groups in chemically
modified CNTs and =NH+ groups of PPy [20], as shown in
Figure 3.

3.3. Characterization by XRD. The composites were also
characterized by XRD.The XRD pattern of the CNTs shows a
diffraction peak at 26.4∘, which is assigned to the graphitic
structure present in the CNTs, and other diffraction peaks
are attributed to impurities during themanufacturing process
of the CNTs (Figure 4). The XRD pattern of PPy presented
broad diffraction peaks at 2𝜃 = 22.9∘, owing to the pyrrole
intermolecular spacing [25]. Besides, in the XRD pattern of
the chemical Ppy/CNT composite, it was observed that, when
the CNTs were embedded into the PPYmatrix, the peak at 2𝜃
= 21∘ becomes broader and weaker, possibly because of the
superimposition of peaks of the CNTs with a large band of
the PPy. The results from XRD analysis support the presence
of PPy and CNTs in the composite.
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The relative intensities of these reflections are sensitive
to the ring-tilt angle and they are attributed to the Cl–N
distance, which is related to the doping level in PPy [20].

3.4. Morphological Characterization by SEM. The SEM
image of the CNTs showed homogeneously scattered beams
(Figure 5(a)). Figure 5(b) shows a typical morphology of
PPy. The particle size of PPy was 0.85–4.16 𝜇m, with spher-
ical morphology. Based on the interaction between pyrrole
monomers and CNTs, the pyrrole molecules were adsorbed
and polymerized on the surface of the CNTs. This process
is confirmed by the SEM image of the composite. Pyrrole
molecules were adsorbed and polymerized on the surface
of the CNTs, which were wrapped by PPy (Figure 5(c)),
corroborating the FT-IR data (Figure 2). Therefore, it is
predicted that, in the presence of CNTs, PPy could grow
around the CNTs and encapsulate them. Compared with the
CNTs, the diameter of the CNT/PPy composite increased
from 200 ± 10 nm to 550 ± 10 nm, and the external surface
became more rough. This morphology is in agreement with
the SEM image shown for PPy coated MWNTs, which were
synthesized by Sahoo et al. in 2007 [20]. Besides, polypyrrole
networks interconnecting nanotubes are not observed. The

Table 1: Charge-transfer resistance (𝑅ct) values of the electro-
chemical and chemical PPy/CNT composites and their constituent
materials.

Materials 𝑅ct/Ω cm
−2

Electrochemical PPy/CNT composite 1.0
Chemical PPy/CNT composite 4.5
PPy 5.5
CNTs 7.5

absence of such polymeric networks indicates that there was
a limited growth of polypyrrole inside and around the CNTs.

It was not possible to realize themorphological character-
ization of the electrochemical PPy/CNT composite, owing to
the formation of a very thin film that adhered to the platinum.
In the X-ray diffuse scattering (XDS) spectrum, the presence
of 11.7 wt% of Cl was observed, indicating that the pyrrole was
polymerized on the CNTs in its conducting form and that the
counter ions from the electrolyte (chloride ions) neutralized
the positive charge density of the formed polymer (Figure 6).
Then, the PPy was chemically synthesized on the CNTs.

3.5. Electrical Characterization by EIS. After structural char-
acterization, the electrical characterization of the PPy/CNT
composites and their constituent materials was realized by
EIS. Nyquist diagrams for all of the films are shown in
Figure 7, where the inset of Figures 7(a) and 7(c) presents
the high- and medium-frequency regions for better visu-
alization of the electrochemical processes in Figures 7(b)
and 7(d), respectively. The Nyquist diagrams of PPy and the
CNTs showed high impedance values compared with those
obtained for the electrochemical and chemical CNT/PPy
composites. The curves obtained for the composites also
showed a deviation in slope from a vertical position in
relation to the CNTs and PPy, which is attributed to the
low charge-transfer resistance (𝑅ct) values and may be
attributed to the high porosity and mobility of protons
inside the electrodes or a combination of these factors. This
favored electronic transfer in the conducting composite,
thus drastically reducing the 𝑅ct value, making them more
capacitive, as shown in Table 1 [26]. The electrochemically
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Figure 5: SEM images of (a) PPy, (b) CNTs, and (c) chemical CNT/PPy composite.
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Figure 6: XDS spectrum of the chemical CNT/PPy composite.

synthesized PPy/CNT composite showed the lowest 𝑅ct
value (1.0Ω cm−2) when compared with other materials
(Figure 7(d) and Table 1) and presented a predominately
capacitive profile (Figure 7(a)).Then, the increase in electron
transfer in this conducting composite is perhaps attributable
to the dopant effect or charge transfer from PPy to the
CNTs. CNTs are relatively good electron accepters, whereas
PPy can be considered a good electron donor. This can
be partially proven by the FT-IR spectrum, which suggests
delocalization of electrons in the composite. Also, owing to
the large aspect ratio and surface area ofCNTs, theymay serve
as “conducting bridges,” connecting conducting PPy domains
[27] and resulting in higher conductivity, thus lowering the
𝑅ct values obtained for these composites [28] (see Figure 7(d)
and Table 1). Interestingly, both the electrochemical and
chemical composites presentedNyquist diagrams with angles
between the decline lines and the real axes larger than 45∘

and lower than 90∘ (Figures 7(a) and 7(b)), corresponding
to the ion-diffusion mechanism between Warburg diffusion
and ideal capacitive ion-diffusion. In addition, it is found
that the two decline slopes for the composites are close to
each other at low frequencies, implying that both doped and
undoped states of PPy are present in the composite, which
have similar geometric capacitance.This profile demonstrates
its application as an electrode in Type I supercapacitors.

From the Nyquist diagrams of the electrochemical and
chemical PPy/CNT composites and their constituent materi-
als (Figures 7(b) and 7(d)), the extrapolation of the semicircle
was held in high frequency region in order to obtain the
charge transfer resistance whose values are shown in Table 1.

As the chemical and electrochemical PPy/CNT compos-
ites presented the lowest 𝑅ct values and capacitive behavior,
they were tested as electrodes in Type I supercapacitors using
cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic chronopotentiometry.

3.6. Electrochemical Stability by Cyclic Voltammetry. The
electrochemical stability of the composites was evaluated by
CV (versus Ag/AgCl

(sat.)) for 100 consecutive cycles. Figure 8
shows the cyclic voltammograms at 25, 50, 75, and 100 cycles,
corresponding to the stability tests of the electrochemical and
chemical PPy/CNT composites. Both composites presented
current density values that were practically constant. In the
cyclic voltammograms (Figures 8(a) and 8(b)), higher current
density values were observed for the electrochemical com-
posite than for the chemical composites.The electrochemical
composites presented a total charge of around 45mC and
the chemical composite was only 2.5mC, showing a higher
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.

synergic effect between the constituent materials in the
composite synthesized through electrochemistry.

In the electrochemical stability tests of the electro-
chemically synthesized PPy/CNT composite and its con-
stituent materials, after the 100th cycle (in Figures 9(a) and
9(b)), both composites presented current density values and,

consequently, total charges that were higher than those
obtained for their constituent materials. In addition, the
current density values of the electrochemical composite
were higher than those obtained for chemical composite
(Figures 9(a) and 9(b)). This shows that, during chemical
synthesis, there was no tight control on the growth of the PPy
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composite and (b) the chemically synthesized PPy/CNT composite in EC/DMC (50% v/v), containing 1mol L−1 LiClO
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Figure 9: Cyclic voltammograms (100th cycle) realized in EC/DMC (50% v/v), containing 1mol L−1 LiClO
4

, at 100mV s−1 for (a) the
electrochemical PPy/CNT composite and constituent materials and (b) the chemical PPy/CNT composite and constituent materials.

film during the polymerization reaction. Then, undesirable
functional groups and probable ramifications becomepresent
in the polymeric chain,whichmay compromise the electronic
conductivity of the chemical composite and of the PPy [29,
30]. In the electrochemical synthesis, the polymerization of
the PPy was controlled by application of a specified potential
range, resulting in an ordered polymeric bone, which may
have grownon theCNTs aswell as into theCNTs, favoring the
formation of a composite with higher electronic conductivity
values (Figure 9).

Figure 10 exhibits the voltammetric profiles of the chem-
ical, electrochemical, and physical composites. The electro-
chemical composite presented the highest total charge and a
voltammetric profile more capacitive than those obtained for

the chemical and physical composites. Furthermore, both the
electrochemical and chemical composites presented current
density values higher than that obtained for the physical
composite, indicating a probable interaction between its
constituent materials (PPy and CNTs), which favors the
electronic conductivity of these composites. However, the
electrochemical composite had a more capacitive and less
resistive behavior than that obtained for chemical composite.

Electrochemical tests of the devices containing chemical
and electrochemical PPy/CNT composites weremeasured on
the basis of two-electrode using cyclic voltammetry, galvano-
static chronopotentiometry, and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy. This enabled those with similar anodic charges
to be selected for subsequent testing as electrodes in Type
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Figure 10: (a) Cyclic voltammograms (100th cycle) realized in EC/DMC (50% v/v), containing 1mol L−1 LiClO
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, at 100mV s−1 for (a) the
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Figure 11: (a) Cyclic voltammograms (five cycles) conducted in EC/DMC (50% v/v), containing 1mol L−1 LiClO
4

, at 100mV s−1 for the
electrochemical PPy/CNT composite ((A) is the device before and (B) is the device after charge and discharge tests) and the chemical
PPy/CNT composite ((C) is the device before and (D) is the device after charge and discharge tests). (b) Amplification of the chemical
composite device ((C) and (D)) before and after the charge and discharge tests.

I supercapacitors (same materials with similar p-doping)
(Figure 11). In the cyclic voltammograms of the electrochem-
ical PPy/CNT composite device, the same behavior was
observed as for the composite electrodes (Figure 8). The
cyclic voltammogram presented an almost constant total
charge around 11.38mC after 50 charge and discharge cycles,
indicating good redox reversibility (Figure 11(a)). In addition,
it was found that the two CV curves almost overlapped,
which implied that there was almost no geometric capaci-
tance degeneration after five cycles. Therefore, the prepared
PPy/CNT composite has stable cyclic behavior [31].

The cyclic voltammograms for the chemical PPy/CNT
composite exhibited the lowest total charge (0.805mC) after
the charge and discharge tests (Figure 11(b)). The decrease
in the values of the total charge compared to the values
obtained for chemical and electrochemical composites (ver-
sus Ag/AgCl

(sat.)) is attributed to the lack of electrochemical
activation of the electrodes when they were submitted to
repeated cycling.

The composite electrodes were tested as electrodes in
Type I supercapacitors (same material with same doping
type) using the galvanostatic chronoamperometry method
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Figure 12: Charge and discharge curves of electrochemical and chemical PPy/CNT composites in EC/DMC (50% v/v) containing
1mol L−1 LiClO

4

. The current densities of the composites and their constituent materials were 1.0mA cm−2 for the electrochemically
synthesized PPy/CNT composite and 0.1mA cm−2 for the chemically synthesized PPy/CNT composite.

(Figure 12). The charge and discharge curves of the electro-
chemical and chemical PPy/CNT composites were observed
to be perfectly linear with a low ohmic resistance, which indi-
cates prominent capacitive behavior in the cell (Figure 12(a)).
The charge as well as discharge time for the cell was main-
tained constant throughout the cycling, which demonstrates
that the electrochemical and chemical PPy/CNT composite
electrodes have high electrochemical stability (Figure 12(b)).

In the charge and discharge curves of the electrochemical
composite and of the constituent materials, a decrease in the
ohmic resistance could be seen, owing to the large aspect ratio
and surface area of theCNTs, whichmay serve as “conducting
bridges,” connecting conducting PPy domains and increasing
the electronic conductivity of these materials (Figure 13).

The specific discharge and charge capacities of the com-
posites and constituent materials values were obtained by (1),
in which 𝐶 is specific capacitance, 𝑗 is the current density, Δ𝑡
is the time range, Δ𝐸 is the potential range, and𝑚 is the mass
of the electroactive material:

𝐶 =

𝑗 ⋅ Δ𝑡

Δ𝐸 ⋅ 𝑚

.
(1)

The chemical PPy/CNT composite exhibited a specific
discharge capacitance of 270 F g−1 and power density of
6 kWkg−1, with a coulombic efficiency of 93% after 1000
cycles. The electrochemical PPy/CNT composite device
obtained an anodic charge of 𝑄

+

= 11.38mC and a
specific discharge capacity of 528 F g−1 and power density
of 29 kWkg−1, with a coulombic efficiency of 99.8% after
1000 charge and discharge cycles (Table 2).The power density
values of the chemical and electrochemical composites and
their constituent materials were obtained by (2), in which 𝑃
is power density, 𝑖 is the current density applied to the charge
and discharge tests and an area of 1 cm2, Δ𝐸 is the potential
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Figure 13: Charge and discharge curves of electrochemical and
chemical PPy/CNT composites in EC/DMC (50% v/v) containing
1mol L−1 LiClO

4

.

range, and 𝑚 is the mass of the electroactive material. These
values are shown in Table 2:

𝑃 =

𝑖 ⋅ Δ𝐸

𝑚

.
(2)

This specific discharge capacity value of the electro-
chemical composite was higher than the values obtained for
the constituent materials, 105 F g−1 for CNTs and 200 F g−1
for PPy after 50 charge and discharge cycles, indicating
good electroactivity of this composite during the charge and
discharge process (Figure 14).
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Table 2: Power density values of the electrochemical and chemical PPy/CNT composites and their constituent materials.

Materials Specific discharge capacitance/F g−1 Cycle number Power density/kWkg−1 Coulombic efficiency/%
Electrochemical PPy/CNT 528 1000 29 99.80
Chemical PPy/CNT 270 1000 6 93.00
PPy 200 50 12 92.50
CNT 105 50 7 98.10
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Figure 14: Charge and discharge plots of the specific capacitance values as a function of the cycle number for (a) electrochemical and
chemical PPy/CNT composites after 1000 cycles and (b) the electrochemical PPy/CNT composite and its constituent materials after 50 cycles.
The current densities of the composites and their constituent material were 1.0mA cm−2 for the electrochemically synthesized PPy/CNT
composite, 0.1mA cm−2 for the chemically synthesized PPy/CNT composite, 0.5mA cm−2 for PPy, and 0.1mA cm−2 for theCNTs, in EC/DMC
(50% v/v) containing 1mol L−1 LiClO

4

.

Researchers workingwith conducting polymer electrodes
in supercapacitors have obtained a specific discharge capacity
of 176 F g−1 for the electrochemically synthesized PPy/CNT
composite in aqueous solution [32, 33], which is lower
than that obtained for the electrochemically synthesized
composite in this work.

4. Conclusions

From the FT-IR results of the physical and chemical com-
posites, similar bands to PPy were observed, indicating that
the conducting polymer was synthesized on the CNTs. In
addition, a band at 1130 cm−1 was observed for the PPy/CNT
composite, indicating a high degree of oxidation in PPy
and a possible interaction of the surface of the CNTs with
the conjugated structure of the conducting polymer. But,
comparing the chemically synthesized composite with the
physical mixture showed displacement, and the intensifica-
tion of the band at 1197 cm−1 indicated a higher degree of
oxidation in PPy.

The XRD pattern of the composite exhibited two diffrac-
tion peaks, and the relative intensities of these reflections
were sensitive to the ring-tilt angle and could be attributed
to the Cl–N distance, which is related to the doping level of
the PPy.

The SEM images show a spherical profile of the PPy and a
diameter increase of the CNT, indicating the possible growth
of the polymer into of the CNTs, showing that the composite
was successfully synthesized.

The cyclic voltammograms of the electrodes of the
PPy/CNT composite showed a predominantly capacitive pro-
file, with current density values higher than those obtained
for their constituent materials. The electrochemical stability
tests of the device comprising the electrochemical PPy/CNT
composite (in both electrodes) exhibited a predominantly
capacitive profile, according to CV, with current density
values higher than those obtained for the device made
from the chemical PPy/CNT composite. In the charge and
discharge tests, the current density for the electrochemical
composite was higher than that obtained for the chemical
composite. Thus, the electrochemical composite presented
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the highest specific discharge capacitance (528 F g−1 after
1000 cycles), power density (29 kWkg−1), and 99.8% coulom-
bic efficiency. The electrochemical PPy/CNT composite
showed the best electrochemical properties compared to the
chemically synthesized composite, owing to the synergistic
effect between constituent materials. The electrochemically
synthesized composite showed the lowest impedance values
and, consequently, charge-transfer resistance compared to
the chemically synthesized and their constituent materials,
indicating that electron transfer in the electrochemically
synthesized composite was favored by an association between
the constituent materials. Thus, from the characterization
results using several technics, it is possible to state that
the electrochemically synthesized composite is a promising
material for use as electrodes in Type I supercapacitors.
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